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LIABILITY DEFENSE IN REAR-END COLLISIONS:
ROAD RAGE SUDDEN STOP - THE SUDDEN

EMERGENCY DOCTRINE

I
n the recent case of Shiver v. Laramee (2018 -
DJDAR 5645), the Second District Appellate
Court examined the sudden emergency doctrine,

which serves as an affirmative defense to negligence.
The Court held that a road rage cut-off or sudden stop
may qualify as an emergency under this doctrine. The
sudden emergency doctrine, also known as the imminent
peril doctrine, applies if (1) there was a sudden and
unexpected emergency situation in which someone was
in actual or apparent danger of immediate injury; (2) the
asserting party did not cause the emergency; and (3) the
asserting party acted as a reasonably careful person would
have acted in similar circumstances, even if it appears
later that a different course of action would have been
safer.

In this case, Charles Laramee was driving a fully-
loaded tractor-trailer in the far right lane on the southbound
US 101 Freeway. Three cars used a southbound on-ramp
to enter the freeway in front of Laramee’s tractor-trailer.
The first car was a black car with an unknown driver.
The second car was driven by Michelle Adams. The third
car was driven by plaintiff and appellant Joshua Shiver.

As Adams approached the on-ramp, the black car
was tailgating and recklessly driving behind her. As she
entered the on-ramp, the black car moved out of the on-
ramp lane into the far right lane and passed Adams. Adams
merged from the on-ramp into the far right lane directly
behind the black car. The black car suddenly braked
causing Adams to apply the brakes as well. Shiver had to
apply his breaks directly in front of Laramee in order to
avoid a collision. Laramee noticed that the vehicles ahead
of him were stopping but was unable to stop or take
evasive action before the front of his tractor-trailer struck
the rear of Shiver’s vehicle. The impact caused Shiver’s
car to move forward to where the front of his car struck

the rear of Adam’s car. The trial court granted Laramee’s
motion for summary judgment concluding that Shiver’s
claim against Laramee was barred under the sudden
emergency doctrine. Shiver appealed arguing that there
were triable issues of material fact as to whether the
sudden emergency doctrine applied.

The Court of Appeal held that there were no triable
issues of material fact as to the applicability of the sudden
emergency doctrine. First, the Court held that the
emergency was sudden and unexpected since the black
car’s sudden braking created an unanticipated situation
since vehicles merging onto a freeway normally increase
their speed with the flow of traffic instead of stopping
suddenly. Second, the Court held that Laramee did not
cause the emergency since the sole cause of the
emergency was the sudden and unexpected braking of
the black car.
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Lastly, the Court held that Laramee’s conduct was
reasonable. First, Shiver argued that Laramee’s failure to
slow down after witnessing the road rage fell below the
industry standard of care. The Court struck down this
argument binding Shiver to his deposition testimony that
Laramee had in fact slowed down. Second, Shiver argued
that a reasonable jury could conclude that Laramee was
negligent in failing to leave a proper space cushion between
his truck and Shiver’s car. The Court found that the
evidence did not support this assertion since Laramee
was not tailgating in violation of Vehicle Code section
21703. Also, under Vehicle Code section 21804(a),
Laramee could expect Shiver as a vehicle entering the
freeway to yield the right of way to traffic on the freeway.
Third, Shiver argued that Laramee’s failure to yield to the
cars merging in front of him fell below the industry
standard of care. The Court concluded that this was not
enough to raise a triable question of fact sufficient to
defeat a motion for summary judgment because Shiver
testified that Laramee slowed down and yielded. Shiver
also testified that a car was in the lane left of Laramee,
preventing Laramee from safely merging into that same
lane. Fourth, Shiver argued that Laramee’s actions were
not those of a prudent driver since he was using his
cellphone. Laramee testified that he had a hands-free
device and was talking but did not remember whether he
was actively in a call. The Court concluded that this did
not raise a sufficient question as to whether the hands-
free conversation was unreasonable

This case is significant for rear-end collisions, which
are often considered clear liability cases. It is the first
California case to hold that road rage may qualify as an
emergency under the sudden emergency doctrine. Also
novel is that the trial court used the doctrine to dispose of
the case at summary judgment wherein previous case
law had been contrary, holding that whether this doctrine
applies is a question of fact for the jury to decide.
Damele v. Mack Trucks (1990) 219 Cal. App. 3d 29, 37.
This case demonstrates a growing trend toward courts
granting summary judgment and adjudication motions
despite the theoretical existence of issues of fact. It is
also a reminder that an expert’s opinion must take into
account facts which appear to contradict or undermine
the opinion and explain why it remains valid despite those
facts, and that even facts potentially showing contributing
causes must be supported by evidence.

- Sergio C. Ponce
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John A. Schaffer. After graduating from the University
of Connecticut School of Law in 2011, John Andrew Schaffer
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Drew is licensed to practice before all the courts of the
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SO LONGAS EMPLOYER TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM USES
ROUNDINGIN WAYTHAT DOES NOT ‘SYSTEMATICALLY’
UNDERCOUNT EMPLOYEE TIME WORKED, IT DOES NOT

VIOLATE CALIFORNIAWAGE LAWS

T
he Appellate Court in AHMC
Healthcare, Inc. v. Superior Court (LA
County) issued a peremptory writ of

mandate directing Respondent, Superior Court, to set
aside a portion of its order denying Petitioners’ motion
for summary adjudication and issue a new order
granting their motion. The issue raised by both parties
at the trial level via a motion for summaryadjudication
was whether an employer’s use of a payroll system
that automatically rounds employee time up or down
to the nearest quarter hour thus provides a less than
exact measure of employee work time, violates
California law. The trial court denied both motions.

Real parties were employed by San Gabriel and
Anaheim hospitals in hourly positions, requiring them
to clock in and clock out. Real parties’ contention
was that petitioners’ method of calculating employee
hours violated the Labor Code because the system
rounded employees hours up or down to the nearest
quarter hour prior to calculating wages and issuing
paychecks, rather than using the employees exact
check-in and check-out times. Petitioners useda policy
that rounds employees’ time clock swipes up or down
to the nearest quarter hour. For example, if an
employee clocks in between 6:53 and 7:07, he or she
is paid as if he or she had clocked in at 7:00; if an
employee clocks in from 7:23 to 7:37, he or she is
paid as if he or she had clocked in at 7:30. In addition,
meal breaks that last between 23 and 37 minutes are
rounded to 30 minutes.

Time records for San Gabriel andAnaheim were
examined by Deborah K. Foster, Ph.D., an economic
and statistics expert. Dr. Foster examined the data
over the four-year period from three perspectives:
(1) the percentage of employees who gained byhaving
minutes added to their time, compared to the

percentage who lost by having minutes deducted;
(2) the percentage of employee shifts in which time
was rounded up, compared to the percentage in
which time was rounded down; and (3) whether the
employees as a whole benefitted by being paid for
minutes or hours they did not work, or whether the
petitioners benefited by paying for fewer minutes or
hours than actually worked. The parties stipulated
to her findings: At SanGabriel, thenumber of minutes
added to employee time by the rounding policy
exceeded the number of minutes subtracted, adding
1,378 hours to the employees’ total compensable
time. At Anaheim, the rounding procedure added
time to the pay of 47.1 percent of the workforce,
and 52.1 percent of the workforce lost time. The
parties also stipulated to the net effect of rounding on
the two named plaintiffs: over the period examined,
the plaintiff working at Anaheim lost 3.7 hours, an
average of .86 of a minute per shift, for a total dollar
loss of $118.41. The plaintiff workingat San Gabriel
lost 1.6 hours, an average of 1.85 minutes per shift
for a total dollar loss of $63.70.

California state law requires employers to pay
their employees for all time the employees are at work
and subject to the employers’ control. Because
California’s wage laws are patterned on federal
statutes, in determiningwage claims, California courts
may look to federal authorities for guidance in
interpreting state labor provisions. Section 785.48
of title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations allows
employers to compute employee worktime by
rounding to the nearest 5 minutes or to the nearest
one-tenth or quarter of an hour, provided that the
rounding system adopted by the employer is used in
such a manner that it will not result, over a period of
time, in failure to compensate the employees properly
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for all the time they actually worked. Federal district
courts interpreting theprovisionhave almost universally
concluded that a rounding system is valid if it
“average[s] out sufficiently”, rejectingclaims that minor
discrepancies in individualemployee’swagecalculations
establish that the employee is entitled to assert a claim
for underpayment of wages.

In See’s Candy Shops, Inc. v. Superior Court,
a California case, the court agreed with the federal
courts’ interpretation and held that “a rounding over-
time policy” does not systematically undercompensate
employees if it is neutral, both facially and as applied,
because its net effect is to permit employees to
efficientlycalculate hoursworkedwithout imposingany
burden on employees. The See’s court went on to
consider whether a reasonable trier of fact could find
that See’s Candy’s policy was consistent with section
785.48 under the evidence presented. Because the
defense expert’s analysis established that the rounding
resulted in a total gain of thousands of hours for the
employee class members as a whole, that most of the
classmemberswere fullycompensated foreveryminute
of their time, and that the majority was paid for more
time than their actual working time, the court found
that See’s Candy had met its burden to show a triable
issueoffact regardingwhether itsnearest tenth rounding
policy was proper under California law.

The appellate court also pointed to two recent
federal district court opinions, Utne and Boone. Both
concluded that the fact a slight majority of employees

lost time over a definite period was not sufficient to
invalidate an otherwise neutral rounding practice.

Here, the rounding system was found by the
appellate court to be neutral on its face. It rounds all
employee time punches to the nearest quarter-hour
without an eye towards whether the employer or
employee is benefiting from the rounding. It also
proved neutral in practice. At San Gabriel, a minority
of employees lost time, the remainder either gained
time or broke even, and it overall caused the employer
to compensate employees for 1,378 hours not worked.
AtAnaheim, although a slight majority of employees
(52.1 percent) lost time overall, employees were
compensated for 3,875 more hours than they worked.
Because petitioners presented undisputed evidence
that the rounding system was neutral on its face, and
that employees as a whole were significantly
overcompensated, the evidence established that
petitioners’ rounding system did not systematically
undercompensate employees over time. The fact that
a bare majorityat one hospital lost minor sums during
a discrete period did not create an issue of fact as to
the validity of the system.

The takeaway is that the validity of a
compensation system does not require that every
employee gain or break even over every pay period
or set of pay periods analyzed; fluctuations from pay
period to pay period are to be expected under a
neutral system. Asystem is fair and neutral and does
not systematicallyundercompensate employees where
it results in a net surplus of compensated hours and a
net economic benefit to employees viewed as a whole.
The plaintiff must do more to establish systematic
under-compensation than show that a bare majority
of employees loses minor amounts over a particular
period if wanting to survive a motion for summary
adjudication. The fact a bare majority loses a minimal
amount of time is not sufficient to create a triable issue
of fact.

- Gina Huber
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